E-Day Activities Map

Engineering Departmental Tours
See map on other side for tour locations

Shelby Center Courtyard and Foyer
Engineering Resources and Engineering Student Organizations

Student Center
2216 Transfer Information Sessions
2218 Engineering Minors
2222/2223 Electrical and Computer, Computer Science and Software and Wireless
2225 Biosystems
2227 Civil

3315 (Ballroom) Chemical, Mechanical, Materials, Aerospace, Industrial and Systems and Polymer and Fiber

Ballroom Hallway Campus Partners: Admissions, Housing and Residence Life, Financial Aid, Scholarships, ROTC, Undergraduate Research and Honors College

All E-Day activities are on the second and third floors.

Follow Signs You will pass Haley Center (R), Thach Hall (R), Walker Building (L) and walk up a stairway to get to Shelby Center.

Department Displays
Aerospace tours depart from Davis Hall Courtyard, 1st level
BioSystems tours depart from Departmental Display, Student Center Room 2225
Chemical tours depart from Ross Hall North Lobby, pendulum area
Civil tours depart from Harbert Center, main entrance
Computer Science and Software tours depart from Shelby Center 3101
Electrical and Computer tours depart from Broun Hall Lobby, 2nd floor
Industrial and Systems tours depart from Shelby Center 3205
Materials tours depart from Wilmore Lab, 1st floor
Mechanical tours depart from Wiggins Hall lobby
Polymer and Fiber tours depart from Textile Building lobby

Tours run from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.